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DELAY IN DESPATCH OF CIRCULAR
REGARDING A CONNECTED AND MAJOR TRANSACTION

The Company expects that the despatch of a circular relating to the Acquisition as announced by the
Company on 1 June 2004 will be delayed to no later than 10 September 2004 as more time is needed for
the Company and the reporting accountants to compile and furnish, among other things, additional
accounting information in relation to the Agreement and other financial information for inclusion in the
Circular.

On 1 June 2004, the Company issued a press announcement (the “Announcement”) relating to the
Acquisition. Capitalised terms used in this announcement shall have the same meanings as those defined in
the Announcement unless otherwise stated.

On 10 August 2004, the Company announced that additional time was required to despatch the circular to the
shareholders of the Company in relation to the Acquisition (the “Circular”) to finalise the relevant
amendments in the Circular to appropriately reflect and disclose the final updates to the accountant’s report as
a result of the entering into of a management services agreement (the “Agreement”) with Shanghai Mexan
Enterprise Development (Group) Limited (“Shanghai Mexan”) (�� !"#$% (�� )�� ! ) by
Beilun Company. The information required for such amendments in the Circular have been gathered but more
time is required to compile and furnish, among other things, such additional accounting information in
relation to the Agreement and other financial information for inclusion in the Circular. In such circumstances
the Company expects that the despatch of the Circular will be further delayed to on or before 10 September
2004. An application for an extension of time to despatch the Circular has been made to the Stock Exchange.
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